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The Route

Mauritius
20° S 57° E
The team of 4 will set off from Geraldton, Western Australia, using only
the power of their muscle and mind will row from Western Australia to
Port Louis, Mauritius. There will be no support for the team on the

crossing.
And did you know, that more people have been in outer space than have

Western Australia
28° S 114° E

successfully rowed across the Indian Ocean. The Indian Ocean is one of
the toughest Ocean rowing routes, faced with big seas and wild weather
this crossing could take the team between 70 and 90 days.
https://www.ior23.com/
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The Challenge
The crew will have to work together as a team to ensure the crossing is
successful. Unsupported means just that, and they will have to deal
with anything that gets thrown at them. There is no stopping and calling
a specialist out to help with repairs, no popping to A&E for medical

Dehydration
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Sickness

Ships

Exhaustion

Blisters

Storms

attention. Although the crew will be able to use a satellite phone to
seek advice they, and they alone, will be the ones who have to deal with
any and all problems they encounter.

If they do get into trouble and need help it is entirely possible that they
will have to wait for up to 5 days for the cavalry to arrive. Everything
that they will need will have to be loaded onto the boat before they
leave and once they have there is no turning back. They will experience
sleep deprivation, extreme fatigue, massive weight loss, huge seas and
the only place that all 4 crew will have to shelter is a tiny cabin about

two thirds the size of a double bed.

https://www.ior23.com/
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The Boat
It’s 29ft long, a little under 6ft wide and will be the crews
life support system for the time that they are on the
water.
The crew will be rowing in pairs and will be running on a
shift pattern of two hours rowing followed by 2 hours
resting for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
From the second the crews push off until they next set
foot on dry land, the boat will be everything to them.
They will either be on deck rowing or they will be in the
tiny cabin at the back of the boat which is about two
thirds the size of a double bed.
Inside this they will rest, cook, eat, sleep navigate,
communicate with the outside world and each other,
patch up any injuries, write blogs and film vlogs, carry out
any equipment repairs…in fact the only thing that they
won’t be doing is in the cabin is going to the toilet. This is
an alfresco affair that bears a striking resemblance to a
bucket on deck because it is a bucket on deck. Lovely
when it’s sunny and calm but try to imagine yourself
balanced atop said bucket when there are howling winds
and towering waves crashing on deck…

https://www.ior23.com/
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Mitigating Risk
Undertaking such a huge challenge obviously presents some risk, maybe a little more risk than a fun run around the local
park. It is imperative that the team and the sponsors are aware of these risks, a full risk assessment can be provided to
any potential sponsor. The below table identifies the main high level risks and mitigations.
Risk

Mitigation

Rough Seas & Adverse weather - Man over
board, capsize, vessel abandonment

During heavy weather the crew will either be secured within the cabin, and the para anchor deployed or if still rowing
on deck will have life jackets and will be secured by lanyard to the boat. The boat is self righting in a capsize situation.
Radios and emergency communications will be available on the boat. Assistance from passing merchant ships, regular
communication with Coast Guard and Marine Rescue during the journey.

Injuries to crew, falling over on the boat,
lacerations, broken limbs

Crew will be first aid trained, with a Doctor on call. There will be a full SOLAS compliant first aid kit trauma pack. Crew
will have access to satellite communications.

Collision with other vessels or objects in the
water, running aground - Loss of boat, injury
to crew

The boat is equipment with Automatic Identification System (AIS) which operates on VHF frequency, this will provide
some level of protection and warning to other ships. Two personnel will be on look out whilst rowing. The boat has
radio communications equipment and emergency calling equipment and will have flares on board. The crew will be
equipped with immersion suits and a life raft on board in addition to survival equipment. Running aground is unlikely
during the start, however the end of the row will require transit around the North of Mauritius, therefore presenting
risk of running aground. The team will be guided in by local support

Dangerous marine mammals – injury to crew
whilst in the water cleaning the boat

Someone will be on watch whilst there is a member of the team in the water.
Anyone in the water will be attached to the boat with a leash.

Exhaustion / dehydration / sickness

The boat will be equipped with emergency bottled water in addition to the powered water maker, thus providing
sufficient water making capacity for the crew during the crossing. Sea sickness tablets available, crew first aid training
and crew buddy system to look after each other.

Mental Health and Wellbeing

Crew mental health is very important, the crew will have access to communications to call home. Regular checks by
team mates on the row, options for breaks from rowing to gain sleep, options for evacuation should it progress to
that.

https://www.ior23.com/
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The Team

https://www.ior23.com/
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Chris Cleghorn
The Skipper
Chris, a former Royal Marine
Commando, spent most of his
carrier in the Royal Marines in
small boat operations globally.

Lincoln Dews
The Athlete

Chris has previously rowed the
Atlantic Ocean with his Brother in
2011 after finding out a close
relative had been diagnosed with
Parkinson's disease. He works in
Submarine
Rescue
for
the
Australian Navy and has spent
many years at sea. Chris maintains
his fitness by playing rugby, diving
and going to the gym.

Lincoln is the reigning World
Champion Stand Up Paddle
Boarder. Linc is a Ocean water
sports athlete, has stacks of
experience at sea and is hungry for
the challenge! Lincoln brings a
wealth of experience to the team
from his involvement in Offshore
Sailing (Sydney to Hobarts,
Brisbane to Gladstone Yacht races
and surfing. He is also an
Ambassador for Shake It Up
Australia, his connection to
Parkinson’s disease is through
close family members.

Chris put this crazy idea together
and is technically to blame for
roping the others in.

Linc is the best looking (after Billy)
and is young enough to be Billy’s
son.

Ben Mann
The Sailor
Ben is a Rope access technician and
carpenter by trade, skills that will
come in handy on the row!
He started sailing in 2015 and
hasn't looked back, racing in 6
Sydney to Hobart’s, a Sydney to
Noumea and an Antigua race week
to name a few of his offshore
adventures. Ben maintains his
fitness and is turbo excited about
doing the row! Ben is keen to
support the cause and raise
awareness of Parkinson’s disease.
Ben once nearly got his dog to talk,
nearly... When not sailing, Ben is
rowing or ripping up the dirt on his
dirtbike and spending time with
family.

https://www.ior23.com/

Billy (Darren) Taylor
The Fireman
Billy, a former Firefighter, has
successfully rowed the Pacific,
Indian and the Atlantic Ocean
(twice) as well as sailing from
Australia to the UK when he was
just 17. After an old school friend
was diagnosed with Parkinson's
disease (PD) at 36, Billy began
raising awareness of PD and has
taken people living with condition
as part of the crew across the
Indian and one Atlantic crossing to
collect research data into the
effects of exercise and diet as a
way to help manage some of the
symptoms of Parkinson's.
He is by far the best looking of the
crew (After Linc) and an absolute
hero by anybody's standards.
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The Reasons
So why would we want to put ourselves through
this extreme event and why would you want to
get involved?

Here are 5 great reasons…

https://www.ior23.com/
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Parkinson’s disease is a progressive, degenerative neurological condition that affects a person’s control of their body
movements. In Australia, it affects 100,000 people with 38 people being diagnosed every day. The disease affects
individuals in different ways, with many suffering a range of symptoms from non-motor symptoms such as sleep
disturbance, constipation and loss of sense of smell which can pre-date the motor symptoms, such as a tremor, slowness
of movement or rigidity, by up to a decade.
Parkinson’s results from the loss of cells in various parts of the brain, including a region called the substantia nigra. When
dopamine production is depleted, the motor system nerves are unable to control movement and coordination. The
dopamine producing cells are lost over a period of years and the motor type symptoms such as tremor, rigidity etc. will
start to appear. Parkinson’s is the second most common neurological disease in Australia after dementia. The disease
affects an estimated 10 million individuals worldwide – 100,000 in Australia. 38 Aussies are diagnosed with the disease
every day.
20% of sufferers are under 50 years old and 10% are diagnosed before the age of 40. The number of people with
Parkinson’s has increased by 17% in the last six years For comparison purposes, the prevalence of Parkinson’s is greater
than prostate, bowel and many other forms of cancer and the total number of Parkinson’s sufferers is 4 times the
number of people suffering with MS. To augment the challenge we are also seeking to take a person with young onset
of Parkinson's with us as part of a research project. 1
Research
The row will also be undertaking a research project teaming up with the Perron Institute

1. Parkinson’s disease information referenced from Shake It Up https://shakeitup.org.au/
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Men's mental health on average, one in eight men will experience depression and one in five men will experience
anxiety at some stage of their lives.
Blokes make up an average seven out of every nine suicides every single day in Australia. The number of men who die
by suicide in Australia every year is nearly double the national road toll.
Everyone’s mental health varies during their life, and can move back and forth along their own personal range
between positive and healthy at one end through to severe symptoms or conditions that impact on everyday life at the
other, in response to different stressors and experiences.
Overall 3 million Australians are living with mental health, effectively managing your mental health can give you
significant improvements in your quality of life, increase your capacity to support your family and your mates, and let
you perform at your best. 3
Schools engagement help to inspire the next generation to push their limits and explore the world. During the row
we will engage schools to learn about the causes, the oceans and our journey, we will achieve this through live video
chats and discussions. We will aim to get children involved in the journey and at the same time show them there is
more to the world than phones, Xbox and screens!

Be part of something great, a memorable challenge for several great causes
Media attention, social media, logo on the boat and website and mentions on social media, on the last challenge we
reached a huge audience through press releases and marketing the challenge (Atlantic Row). IT is our hope that you or
your company decide to get on board with us, not because you see only a good return on investment, but because the
reasons for doing this are far reaching and can really raise the profile of each cause. Involve your employees in the
challenge

3. Statistics and reference taken from Beyond Blue https://www.beyondblue.org.au/who-does-it-affect/men

https://www.ior23.com/
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Sponsorship Packages

GOLD
$20,000

https://www.ior23.com/

SILVER
$10,000

BRONZE
$8000
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Title Sponsorship
The Title Sponsor will have all the benefits
of Gold plus:
• Full branding rights for the row, including:
• Boat name to change to company name
• Challenge name to change to company
name
• Boat branding, including prime
positioning of logo on exterior and interior
of boat
• Boat to change to organization's brand
colours
• Organizations logo to feature on ALL team
attire worn pre, during and post row

-

-

-

-

-

PR and promotional partner - involvement in press
releases, press and launch events, photography, media
interviews and all promotional materials
Media access – full access to live streaming and chats,
photos and video footage - Product showcase – use of
organization's products/services by crew and in boat
Access to crew – crew available pre, during (via
satellite) and post row to talk to employees/speak at
corporate or team-building events
Access to location mapping – office map in reception
can pinpoint where crew are on any given day - Flag to
mark end of row
Crew to hold flag aloft to signal end of the row. Flag
will bear the logo/tag of the lead sponsor

https://www.ior23.com/
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Our Sponsors

https://www.ior23.com/
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Please get in touch to get on
board
Chris Cleghorn
+61 448 971 361
chris@cmcr.com.au
Lincoln Dews
+61 431 899 397
lincolndews@gmail.com
Ben Mann
+61 499 332 262
info@visionropeaccess.com.au
Billy Taylor
+44 7917 412 805
billy@monkeyfistadventures.com
Website
www.ior23.com
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